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BOARD OF SELECTMEN 
Minutes of January 30, 2012 

 
MEMBERS PRESENT: Chairman Ross McLeod called the meeting to order at 7:00 PM. Selectmen Bruce 
Breton, Kathleen DiFruscia and Roger Hohenberger were present, as was Town Administrator David Sullivan. 
Selectman Phil LoChiatto was delayed and arrived at 7:05 PM. Mr. McLeod opened with the Pledge of 
Allegiance. 
 
FIRE DEPARTMENT: Chief McPherson approached to recognize several members of the Department who 
had participated in the ice rescue on January 20 at Canobie Lake, involving Mr. Michael Cifuni and his dog, 
Rusty. Present were members of the Fire and Police department, as well as the Cifuni family with Rusty. Chief 
McPherson outlined the activities leading up to, during, and after the event, and then presented certificates of 
recognition to the following: Lt. Tim Dunn, Firefighters Bill Merrill, Gary Kurgan, Diana Nault, CJ 
Lundergan, Gordon Campbell, Mike Specian, Pat Robertson and Dave Norton, Assistant Fire Chief Ed 
Morgan, Police Chief Lewis, Captain Mike Caron, Officer Brian Landry, and the Town of Salem for providing 
mutual aide. Deputy Chief Paul Leischner of the Salem Fire Department was present on behalf of Salem.  
 
Assistant Chief Morgan then noted that Chief McPherson should also be recognized, as well, as he had been 
first on the scene and remained on site throughout the event. Mr. Cifuni then extended thanks to all for their 
assistance and quick response; noting that the Windham and Salem police and fire departments had gone above 
and beyond. Brief discussion ensued. 
 
PERSONNEL HEARING/ELIZABETH WOOD: (note: all documents referenced herein as part of this 
hearing are attached to these minutes) Mr. McLeod explained that this hearing represented an appeal of a one 
day suspension by Town Planner Elizabeth Wood, imposed by Community Development Director Laura Scott 
on December 12 due to unsatisfactory performance. Mr. McLeod then read Ms. Scott’s memo, and noted that 
on 12/16 she had withdrawn that portion of her claims relating to multiple posting errors regarding 
fences/kennels. Ms. Wood was now appealing Ms. Scott’s decision. 
 
Ms. Wood approached and extended thanks to the Board for hearing this issue. She noted that there were six 
primary concerns in Ms. Scott’s suspension memo, which she addressed as follows: 
 

• Posting errors: Ms. Wood noted that the posting regarding the kennel and fence ordinances were the 
responsibility of the ZBA/CEO, Tim Corwin, and acknowledged that she should have double checked 
his work before forwarding said notices to the newspaper. She noted the error would not have held up 
these matters as it pertained to Town Meeting, and that Mr. Corwin had apologized for his error on 
12/12 via email. 
 
Ms. Wood further noted that, as to the kennel ordinance, Ms. Scott claimed that Ms. Wood had 
misinterpreted the Planning Board’s intent, despite the former not being in attendance at or watching 
the meeting in question. She noted there had been much email correspondence regarding this issue, as 
well as correspondence from the Planning Board Chair clarifying that Ms. Wood had been correct. 
 

• Multi-zoned Parcels: Ms. Wood noted that a binder is kept at the office counter incorporating the most 
recent draft of Town Meeting items for the public. She noted that Ms. Scott is correct that the 
spreadsheet of 90 +/- parcels in question was not immediately available in the binder, but added it 
was available in the binder by that Friday. Ms. Wood then clarified that related maps were not 
available at the same time, as they had to be coordinated with the IT Director. She did not agree with 
Ms. Scott that this represented a violation of the right-to-know law. 
 

• Misfiling: Ms. Wood acknowledged that organizational skills may not be her strong suit, however, she 
did not believe it was fair to measure her skills against Ms. Scott’s. She noted she has improved, but 
that she does occasionally misfile items or not file them as Ms. Scott would. 
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• Weekly tasks: Ms. Wood explained that each week tasks/to-do lists are laid out to work on in addition 
to long-term projects. She acknowledged that, frequently, weekly tasks are not completed; noting that 
it is the nature of the business that often other things interfere (ie: assisting the public/other 
departments). Ms. Wood added that she did not believe in the two years she had been employed, that 
the office had been fully staffed for more than six months due to turn-over.  
 

• Email response: Ms. Wood advised that she receives a lot of emails; most seeking immediate answers. 
She noted that some answers she can provide, however, sometimes she needs to garner information 
from others or from meetings, etc. in order to reply. She noted that the week she received her 
suspension, she had also received a written warning regarding an email from Town Counsel 
requesting information regarding the Covino subdivision, which it had taken 24 hours to respond to 
because she had needed to clarify a filing with Ms. Scott who was not in the office. 
 

• Backlog: Ms. Wood acknowledged there are items that need to be filed, but clarified that they are not 
time-sensitive in nature, and while her in-box on her desk is cluttered items can generally be found 
within it when needed. 
 

Ms. Wood then noted that, prior to her notice of suspension on 12/12, she had received seven written 
reprimands, most inclusive of 5+/- bullet points of errors. She then added that, since 12/12 she has received an 
additional reprimand, and noted that most threaten additional discipline up to and including termination. Ms. 
Wood then noted she had received several letters of support, and read each into the record from the following: 
Mr. Howard Chapman, Conservation Chair Jim Finn, Mr. Joe Maynard, Assistant Fire Chief Ed Morgan, 
Police Chief Gerry Lewis, Ms. Eileen Maloney, and Planning Board Chair Ruth-Ellen Post. 
 
Ms. Wood indicated there seemed to be a gap in the perception of her performance between Ms. Scott and the 
customers. She noted that she is proud of her performance and happy to work for Windham; adding that if she 
were ashamed she would not have requested an open meeting. Ms. Wood indicated she would like to start 
closing that gap, and that Ms. Scott has indicated she wants to work with her as such. She further noted that 
Ms. Scott has put forth a tremendous effort, and feels she has as well.  
 
Ms. Wood noted that the Personnel Policy says employees should work with their supervisor to resolve issues, 
then with the Town Administrator if that does not work followed by the Board of Selectmen if still unable to 
resolve. She noted that is why she is here and that, while she is unhappy with the suspension, she is more 
concerned with the threats of termination moving forward. 
 
Brief discussion ensued regarding input from the public, and Mr. Sullivan clarified that he did not believe that 
public input to this hearing was appropriate; noting however that Ms. Wood and Ms. Scott can call witnesses. 
He added that as Ms. Wood has now spoken, Ms. Scott may now offer rebuttal. Discussion ensued regarding 
acceptance of public input, and the Chair determined that such input would be accepted provided it was kept 
short and was germane to the letters of 12/16 (amended suspension notice) and 12/20 (appeal thereof).  
 
Ms. Scott approached and began her rebuttal by citing her 1/6/2012 memo to the Board regarding Ms. Wood’s 
appeal. Mr. Breton interjected to suggest that the full packet of information Ms. Scott provided with said 
memo be read into the record back to the first reprimand in order to provide the full picture. Discussion 
ensued, and it was the general consensus of the Board that said letters would serve as background context only 
and need not be read into the record. Ms. Scott resumed her rebuttal by reading her 1/6 memo into the record. 
She went on to note that this is a pattern of behavior with Ms. Wood, that she had made numerous attempts to 
work with her, and did not enjoy having to be here at this hearing. 
 
Ms. Scott then clarified that the termination language as contained within Ms. Wood’s reprimands is standard 
language that is included in all such notices. She then pointed out all of the letters of support read by Ms. 
Wood save for two had been solicited in October, prior to her suspension, as part of Ms. Wood’s AICP 
application and annual review; and that these letters have been in Ms. Wood’s personnel file.  
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Ms. Scott then confirmed that she has tried to assist Ms. Wood with her job performance issues, and added that 
these are not isolated incidents; but rather things are progressively worsening. Ms. Scott indicated that, prior to 
her issuance of the suspension on 12/12, she had been out of the office for three days, and returned to a flurry 
of issues. She went on to rebut the specific points of her suspension memo as follows:  
 

• Mr. Corwin did acknowledge that the posting error was his, however Ms. Wood was aware of it and 
did not advise Ms. Scott of it; nor did she have an answer as to how to resolve the matter. She noted 
she had to advise Ms. Wood to repost the hearing and that she had done so only in the office and 
nowhere else; thus Ms. Scott had needed to ask her to do it again. Ms. Scott then noted that Ms. Wood 
had indicated to her that she thought the posting was wrong, but that she had sent it anyway.  
 
As to the kennel issue, Ms. Scott confirmed she had rescinded that as part of her amended memo, as 
she was not at the meeting and had referenced it in response to a series of emails she had returned to 
from Planning Board members about the kennel notice. She noted that Ms. Wood should have seen all 
the emails in question, as she was tasked with maintaining items for Town meeting. 
 

• Ms. Scott maintained that the multi-zone information was not available for the 12/21 Planning Board 
hearing, despite her having sent a reminder to Ms. Wood on 12/4 to ensure that she worked with the 
IT Director and to have that information available. She noted that Ms. Wood had, in her statement, 
indicated the information had been in the binder with the exception of the maps on Friday, 12/9, 
however Ms. Scott did not believe that was correct as she had forwarded a memo to Ms. Wood on 
Monday 12/12 regarding it not being available on the web or in the binder. 
 

• Ms. Scott indicated she was not comparing Ms. Wood’s organizational skills to her own, but her 
concern was that Town Meeting items were not together even as late as a week ago. She noted that the 
public, staff, and the Boards rely on the Department’s files being accurate, and items sitting in Ms. 
Wood’s in-box for months is an issue. Ms. Scott reiterated this is an item that she and Ms. Wood have 
worked on together several times. 
 

• Ms. Scott confirmed that staff does meet weekly, and Ms. Wood does have a to-do list; noting that it is 
rare that staff’s to-do lists are 100% complete. She added, however, that when tasks never get done or 
are less completed than should be, one starts to wonder. Ms. Scott felt that it was not about crossing 
items off a to-do list, but was about time management and prioritization. 
 

• Ms. Scott indicated that the Covino email was a big issue in that Counsel was seeking information 
regarding a donation and that Ms. Wood had never responded; rather she had. She added that Ms. 
Wood should have at least acknowledged the email, even if she did not have the answer, and that she 
needs to go through her email/inbox regularly to ensure responses are timely. 
 

• Ms. Scott noted that filing issues do not pertain just to newspaper articles and the like, but rather legal 
memos, restrictive covenants, and similar items are not being filed. She noted that this is also a pattern 
of behavior and pointed out this pertains to an in-box on Ms. Wood’s door for department documents, 
rather than the one on her desk which is for her own items. 
 

Ms. Scott went on to note that her suspension also referenced Ms. Wood’s annual review and a verbal warning, 
which were not included in the Board’s packet that she then presented to them. She indicated that both exhibit 
her efforts to work with Ms. Wood, and added that levying a suspension had not been enjoyable for her but she 
felt it was warranted given the ongoing pattern of behavior.  
 
Ms. Scott summed up by noting she had not arranged to call any witnesses in this matter, as she did not feel it 
was appropriate for her to do so. 
 
Mr. McLeod sought clarification regarding the 12/21 meeting and when the information was due. Ms. Scott 
replied that the notice for the 12/21 meeting was posted on 12/9, and it should have been available then. 
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Mr. McLeod then sought clarification regarding the timeliness of to-do items. Ms. Scott replied that if the same 
items remain on the to-do list over and over, then there is an issue. She indicated that Ms. Wood always feels it 
is crisis/crunch time, which represents a time management issue. Ms. Scott clarified that this did not mean Ms. 
Wood does not accomplish anything, but that she is often doing so at the last minute and inaccurately. She 
noted that Ms. Wood herself has said things to the effect of she was rushed and it was not her best work. 
 
Mr. Hohenberger sought clarification as to whether Ms. Wood’s annual review had met required scoring 
levels, and Ms. Scott replied in the affirmative; noting that Ms. Wood had improved in some areas while not in 
others. She noted that the longer Ms. Wood is here, the more she should be improving rather than relying on 
Ms. Scott to correct mistakes. 
 
Mr. Hohenberger inquired whether, if Ms. Wood had passed her performance review, these were examples of 
isolated flaws or a pattern throughout her work ethic. Ms. Scott noted that Ms. Wood has a high work ethic and 
that she values her within the office. She added that Ms. Wood’s poor performance comes in 2-3 week phases.  
Discussion ensued regarding the helpfulness of weekly meetings, the inconsistency of Ms. Wood’s work, and 
whether Ms. Scott’s expectations were too high. Ms. Scott indicated she had actually lowered her expectations, 
citing for example that she would not expect to have to review every memo written by the Town Planner. 
 
Mrs. DiFruscia then inquired whether Ms. Scott had given any consideration as to whether staffing was an 
issue; whether there are not enough hours in the week to complete tasks and if that is why Ms. Wood is not 
performing to the level expected. Ms. Scott replied in the negative, noting that, as Ms. Wood had said there 
will never be enough available hours in the overall department. Discussion ensued regarding the 
reorganization. Ms. Scott clarified that, as it pertains to the filing issues, these are items specifically related to 
projects Ms. Wood is working on directly. 
 
Mrs. DiFruscia inquired whether, after seven reprimands over two years, Ms. Scott was considering 
termination at some point. Ms. Scott replied in the negative, noting that was not her intent, and reiterated that 
the language within the memos regarding same is merely standard, Personnel Policy language. 
 
Mr. LoChiatto inquired whether Ms. Scott had consulted with Mr. Sullivan throughout the process of issuing 
the written reprimands, and Ms. Scott replied in the affirmative; adding she had also spoken to Mr. Sullivan in 
advance of the last written reprimand and before imposing the suspension.  
 
Discussion then ensued regarding the availability of the multi-zone parcel information, which Mr. LoChiatto 
indicated he was surprised was unavailable given the amount of time that he knew had been spent on it by the 
Planning Board, and consultation with Mr. Sullivan. Mr. Sullivan confirmed that he had been consulted, but 
added he did not know if it was appropriate for him to comment any further as he had not been called as a 
witness and it was the purview of the Board to arbitrate this matter based on information provided to them. 
 
Mr. McLeod inquired whether Planning Board Chairman Ruth-Ellen Post, who was in attendance, cared to 
comment regarding the first issue of the posting notice. Ms. Post declined. 
 
Mr. Hohenberger inquired of Ms. Wood whether she found her weekly tasks to be unreasonable or 
unachievable. Ms. Wood replied not any longer; noting in the last two months they had become more 
manageable. Mr. Hohenberger then sought clarification that Ms. Wood only works 40 hours per week; and she 
replied in the affirmative adding that there was no overtime unless authorized by the Department Head. Ms. 
Scott approached clarifying that Ms. Wood works 40 hours plus meetings, but is allowed to come in late or 
leave early to cover excess time as needed.  
 
Mr. LoChiatto requested a copy of Ms. Wood’s job description, and the Chair called for a five minute recess to 
allow Ms. Scott to obtain same for the Board. 
 
After receipt, Mr. McLeod inquired whether the Board members had any questions regarding the job 
description, and none were offered at that time. 
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Mr. Hohenberger extended credit to Ms. Wood for airing this matter in public. He added that, if he were an 
employee and had seven written warnings that would be a red flag for him. He then inquired whether Ms. 
Wood had utilized her performance review as an opportunity to have a discussion with Ms. Scott; noting the 
additional reprimands immediately preceding and after same. 
 
Ms. Wood replied that she had responded to each reprimand in writing at the time of her evaluation, but that 
Ms. Scott had not considered her response as it had not been submitted within five days of each, respectively, 
as per policy. She noted she had reached out to the Town Administrator and the Human Resource Coordinator, 
who had been unable to provide her with the policy. Mr. Sullivan interjected in dispute of Ms. Wood’s claim, 
noting that he had advised her of the requirements. Ms. Wood then noted she had spoken to Kathy Davis, 
HRC, and not Mr. Sullivan. Discussion ensued as to why Ms. Wood had not countered the reprimands 
immediately, the Personnel Policy requirements, and that each employee is provided a copy of same. 
 
Mr. Hohenberger noted that he did see a pattern of issues by way of the seven reprimands. He went on to note 
that, although it sounds as if Ms. Wood wishes to improve, Ms. Scott has had to lower her expectations and he 
was able to see her frustration as a department head. He queried what the next step would be if not a one day 
suspension. Discussion ensued. 
 
Mr. Breton noted that based upon the three written reprimands before the Board, each referenced the same 
issues. He added that Ms. Wood does do a good a job working with the public, but the public does not work in 
the office. Discussion ensued. 
 
Mrs. DiFruscia noted that it was clear Ms. Wood recognized that she had deficiencies. She indicated she is 
aware staff puts in a lot of hours, and cannot do more than 40 hours per week; adding that she imagined that 
created some pressure for staff. She then expressed concerns, however, with the number of reprimands. Mrs. 
DiFruscia noted she was aware that Ms. Wood did not feel all were warranted, and there seems to be a difficult 
working relationship between Ms. Wood and Ms. Scott. She then inquired, as Ms. Wood had admitted to some 
mistakes, if she had requested this hearing because she believed the suspension was not warranted. Ms. Wood 
replied that she was appealing because each of the memos in question included items which were untrue, nit-
picking, or what she termed as Ms. Scott making a mountain out of a molehill. Discussion ensued. 
 
Mr. LoChiatto echoed Mrs. DiFruscia’s and Mr. Hohenberger’s concerns regarding the number of reprimands, 
and added that it was admirable that Ms. Wood was taking responsibility for some deficiencies. He went on to 
disagree, however, that Ms. Scott was making a mountain out of a mole hill if it were a recurring pattern of 
issues.  
 
Mr. McLeod pointed out that, as it pertained to Ms. Scott’s claim of needing to check Ms. Wood’s work and 
her concerns regarding the quality thereof, he had found eight grammatical errors in Ms. Scott’s own memo. 
He went on to note that it was unfair to make a comparison between Ms. Wood and Ms. Scott, as Ms. Wood 
cannot work over 40 hours. He noted there is no evidence that the untimeliness of Ms. Wood’s work, or items 
remaining on her to-do list, had caused any harm, and expressed concerns that this was a case of micro-
management and nitpicking. Mr. McLeod noted there are many different work styles, and there is a clearly a 
clashing of same in this case. He added that there is training available for such things as time management, and 
part of the problem is the workload and Ms. Wood’s hands being tied as far as hours available. Mr. McLeod 
then also commended Ms. Wood for choosing to appeal in public. 
 
Ms. Scott approached and clarified that Ms. Wood’s hands are not tied as it pertained to working more than 40 
hours a week; adding she had always advised Ms. Wood she was able to if needed, however, she had to request 
it from Ms. Scott per policy.  She also noted that Ms. Wood compiles her own to-do list, and brings it to her 
for review; adding she did not feel it was nitpicking to remind Ms. Wood if she fails to follow-up on a code 
enforcement issue or public hearing notice.  Ms. Scott indicated that each time she reprimanded Ms. Wood she 
gave her the opportunity to ask any questions, and she never had. She also noted she had provided Ms. Wood a 
flyer regarding time management training, which Ms. Wood had thrown away; adding that she believed Ms. 
Wood could do her job, but that she had to want to. 
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Mrs. DiFruscia inquired whether Ms. Scott would have suspended Ms. Wood were it not for the kennel notice. 
Ms. Scott replied in the affirmative, noting the kennel posting was only one issue. Discussion ensued. 
 
Mr. Hohenberger inquired what purpose Ms. Scott felt the suspension would serve. Ms. Scott noted that with 
the number of previous counseling sessions, verbal warnings, and written reprimands having already occurred, 
suspension was the next step. 
 
Ms. Wood approached noting she believed her and Ms. Scott disagreed on several points, citing the following:  
 

• It was not true that she had not known how to fix the posting error. 
• She had replied to Town Counsel’s email 24 hours later, not days later. 
• The hearing notice for the multi-zoned parcels was published on Friday the 9th, and the material was 

in the binder that same day with the exception of the maps. 
• She does not work 40 hours per week plus meetings, as Ms. Scott requires that she take time off to 

compensate for the meetings as she will not allow overtime. 
 
Ms. Wood then encouraged the Board to read her letter in response to Ms. Scott (ex. 18), and copies were 
provided to the Board members. Brief discussion ensued regarding the Personnel Policy and that employees 
are unable to take work home without prior permission from their Department Head. 
 
The Board reviewed all exhibits submitted. 
 
Mr. McLeod noted that the Board must now decide whether to grant or deny Ms. Wood’s appeal. Mrs. 
DiFruscia indicated it was a difficult decision after listening to both sides; adding while she did not want to 
micro-manage any department, suspension is a very serious step which needs to be warranted by serious 
behavior. She noted that, after review, she did not feel such serious conduct issues exist. 
 
Mr. Hohenberger agreed, however, he expressed concerns that there were seven reprimands on file and 
inquired how else perceived performance issues were to be rectified by management. Mr. Hohenberger noted 
another reprimand had been issued in January, and felt something else needed to be done beyond another letter. 
He agreed that, not one of the issues cited on its face deserved suspension, however, seven over two years did. 
 
Mr. LoChiatto expressed his agreement with Mr. Hohenberger; noting that individually the issues are not 
egregious, however, Ms. Wood admits that she is not working up to level and has expressed a willingness to 
work on that. He added that, if Ms. Scott is time after time addressing issues, then it is impacting efficiency. 
 
Mr. Breton concurred with Mr. LoChiatto and Mr. Hohenberger; noting that the suspension represented 
progressive discipline. 
 
Mr. McLeod indicated he believed this exhibited a clash of management styles, and noted he was amazed at 
Ms. Wood’s perseverance in maintaining employment with the Town. He felt it was clear that, on its face, a 
suspension was not warranted. He noted that the posting issue was Mr. Corwin’s responsibility, and felt that 
the remaining items were time management issues. Mr. McLeod indicated he would like to see Ms. Wood 
receive training before being suspended; adding that she needs to know what is expected of her. 
 
After brief discussion, Mrs. DiFruscia moved and Mr. Breton seconded to deny Ms. Wood’s appeal. Passed 4-
1, with Mr. McLeod opposed. Further discussion ensued. 
 
Mr. Hohenberger moved and Mr. McLeod seconded to reconsider. Passed unanimously. 
 
After further discussion, Mr. Breton moved and Mr. Hohenberger seconded to deny the appeal and uphold the 
one day suspension. Passed 3-2, with Mr. McLeod and Mrs. DiFruscia opposed. 
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REX NORMAN: Mr. Norman advised that the Department of Revenue Administration has partnered with 
UNH’s Technology Transfer Center to create the first statewide parcel map. He indicated the goal is build and 
annually maintain a statewide GIS layer containing each participating municipality’s assessment date for 
disaster relief, planning, and equalization purposes. Mr. Norman noted that Windham is one of 20 
communities who have been invited to participate in the Share Pool Pilot Program to test a web based platform 
for municipalities to view eachother’s data. He indicated that, should the Board concur with participating, a 
memorandum of understanding will need to be executed which states that the data provided by the Town is for 
municipal use only and is not subject to the Right-to-Know law. 
 
Mrs. DiFruscia inquired who would represent the Town at any necessary meetings for the program, and Mr. 
Norman replied it would be he. Mr. LoChiatto inquired whether the Town will need to change any of its 
technology in order to synchronize with the State, and Mr. Norman replied in the negative; adding that UNH 
has developed software that can read the data regardless. Discussion ensued regarding regional benefits of the 
program and zoning data. 
 
Mr. LoChiatto then moved and Mrs. DiFruscia seconded to enter into the MOU as requested. Passed 
unanimously. 
 
OLD/NEW BUSINESS: None. 
 
NON-PUBLIC SESSION: Mr. Hohenberger moved and Mr. Breton seconded to enter into nonpublic session 
in accordance with RSA 91-A:3 II a, b and e.  Roll call vote all “yes”. The topics of discussion were personnel 
and legal. 
 
The Board, Mr. Norman and Mr. Sullivan were in attendance in the first session. 
 
Mr. Norman updated the Board on a legal matter regarding a current use assessment. No decisions were made. 
 
Mr. Norman updated the Board on a legal matter relative to a current use abatement. No decisions were made.  
 
The Board and Mr. Sullivan were in attendance in the remaining session. 
 
The Board discussed the vacant Administrative Assistant position in the Community Development 
Department. Mr. Breton moved and Mr. LoChiatto seconded to fill the position as recommended. Passed 
unanimously. 
 
Mr. Sullivan updated the Board on a personnel matter. No decisions were made. 
  
Mrs. DiFruscia moved and Mr. Hohenberger seconded to adjourn. Passed unanimously. 
 
Meeting was adjourned at 11:15 PM. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Wendi Devlin, Administrative Assistant. 
 
Note: These minutes are in draft form and have not been submitted to the Board for approval.  
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